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Post-Response Interview with Respondent
Case: FAS FAC ANTHRO 05-18-20
Date: September 14, 2020
Time: 12:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Location: Via Zoom Videoconference
Complainant (“Cp”): Lilia Kilburn, GSAS Student
Respondent (“Rp”): John Comaroff, FAS Professor of African and African American
Studies and of Anthropology
Personal Advisor (“PA”): Janet Halley, Royall Professor of Law, HLS
ODR: Ilissa Povich (“IP”), ODR Senior Investigator, and Jessica Shaffer (“JS”), ODR
Fellow
ODR: [Welcomes Rp. Reminds Rp about: expectation of confidentiality from the FAS
Procedures: “disclosing information about the case has the potential for compromising the
integrity of the investigation and might in certain circumstance be construed as retaliatory. [. . . ]
Parties remain free to share their own experiences, other than information that they have learned
solely through the investigatory process, though to avoid the possibility of compromising the
investigation, it is generally advisable to limit the number of people in whom they confide”;
prohibition against retaliation; right to a PA, who may be an attorney; breaks available as
needed; logistics of breaks on Zoom; purpose of post-Response interview; post-Response
interview relates only to Cp’s complaint; parties are welcome to share information in whatever
way they feel is appropriate.] Questions?
Rp: No, I think that’s fine. Thank you.
ODR: [Shares pronouns. Invites Rp to do the same.]
Rp: He, him.
ODR: Are you receiving the support services you need from the University. For support services
you need, as a Respondent you can access the Title IX Resource Coordinator, Kwok Yu.
Rp: Thank you.
ODR: [Remind Rp he does not need to repeat any information he provided in the Response.
Explain that the focus of our questions is the allegations that ODR opened for investigation in the
above-referenced case.] We will start with the incident [Cp] alleged occurred on February 27,
2017, when she was an admitted student. First, how would you prefer we refer to your wife?
Rp: As Jean.
ODR: Cp informed us that on February 27, 2017, you and your wife had lunch with Cp at the
Vietnamese restaurant Le’s.
Rp: Yes, that’s correct.
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